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Program

Arian Robinson
INTO NIHILUM (2016)
for drum set & live electronics
Arian Robinson, percussion

Tristan Murail
LES RUINES CIRCULAIRES (2006)
for violin & clarinet
Clarice Collins, violin
Patrick Englert, clarinet

Iannis Xenakis
DMAATHEN (1976)
for clarinet and percussion
Patrick Englert, clarinet
Bryan Hummel, percussion

----------------------
Justin Kennedy
SAME FIGHT. DIFFERENT PLACE (2016) World Premiere
for solo voice & ensemble
  Justin Kennedy, voice
  Na Young Ham, bass flute
  Sarah Hartong, alto flute
  Ryan Lemoine, sax
  Patrick Englert, bass clarinet
  Clarice Collins, violin
  Eunhwa Lee, piano
  Alexandros Fragiskatos, percussion
  Lisa Atkinson, percussion

Lisa Atkinson
SUSTAIN (2016) World Premiere
for flute, violin, cello, piano, percussion, and sustaining instruments
  Sarah Hartong, alto flute
  Clarice Collins, violin
  Alexander Duke, cello
  Eunhwa Lee, piano
  John Ling, percussion
  Justin Kennedy, keyboard I
  Peter Costa, keyboard II
  Karen Nguyen, keyboard III